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Interesting Facts on the New Economy Parking Lot

Here are some interesting facts regarding the recently completed economy lot
expansion at Salt Lake City International Airport. The lot was enlarged and a
new entrance was created to make room for the construction of new car rental
facilities. In 1.2 million square feet of new area, 3,193 new parking spaces were
added. The project also involved:
40,000 tons of asphalt
4,100 feet of sanitary sewer
6,400 feet of storm drain
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3,800 feet of water line
7,523 feet of curb and gutter
3,100 cubic yards of concrete paving
96,160 feet of conduit
22 miles of branch circuit conductors
28,000 feet of fiber optic cable
1,200 feet of 300pair copper cable
1,700 cubic yards of duct bank concrete
3,400 feet of wrought iron fencing
1,000 feet of post and chain fencing

Car Rental Facility Construction Enters New Phase

Large red cranes have replaced large blue cranes at the Quick Turn Around
(QTA) construction site south of the parking garage. This component of the new
car rental facilities is moving into the next phase. The blue cranes were used to
install deep foundations called stone columns. The red cranes are installing
foundations and columns that will support the roof.

Design Outreach Themes
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Input that was gathered through a public outreach process is being
incorporated into the Terminal Redevelopment Program design process. Major
themes from that initiative include:
More space throughout the facility (lobby, concourses, restrooms, bag
claim, etc.)
Additional support for use of electronic devices
Ease of access and connectivity
Reflect natural surroundings in the architecture and furnishings
Use colors and materials that feel like Utah
Use windows, glass, and lots of light
Make an interesting architectural statement  beautiful art
Focus on comfort and personal space
Create facilities that allow you to work while waiting
Save the world map
Enlarge the area for farewells and welcomes
Create a place the community can be proud of

Stay Engaged
Stay informed on Salt Lake City International Airport and the Terminal
Redevelopment Program on our website and social media platforms.

